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From: Irv Koch, 3630 Salem Dr., Lithonia, GA 30038-2941; 770-593-3350. irvkoch@sprintmail.com works better than phone.

GRUMBLE GRUMBLE ... GRUMBLE?

While the investing situation has improved slightly, "complications apply.” *

First, I made a few bucks this year by selling "covered calls." (I also lost a few, less, buying stuff for “every other day ... trading.") In most 
cases, except MCIT (Worldcom's MCI tracking stock <grumble>), the prices on the stock that is subject to be called, has gone up enough it's 
selling for more than the "strike price" of the call. This means they probably will be called before the "calls" expire. You never can tell, though. 
Sometimes if the stock is only a small amount over the “strike price," people don't bother. Then I get to keep the money from selling the call 
and finally sell the stock itself. Unfortunately, for Ford, I'll still lose money either way, but not as much as I would have.

MCIT is paying such large dividends, and has declared them so far ahead, that I will at least get the income I bought the stuff for, and lose less 
when I dump the stuff.

I may lose money on a couple (Ford - a major disaster anyway -- and SW Bell - a moderate loss IF) if they are called but if they're not "called" 
and they don't go back down, I'll sell them and make a few MORE bucks (or lose a few less, with Ford).

The more important factor on these, at the moment, is that these blocks of money are tied up until April, May, and June. I now have some 
MUCH better things to buy with that money <shark grin>. In April, May, and June... I will.

To make matters still MORE complicated, while typing this, I got a notice from my main trading account broker that the margin interest is going 
up to a MINIMUM of 6.25%, while elsewhere it's dropping ... or leveled off at 4.25%. That accelerated my plan to sell off my largest, and 
most long term profitable holding, GAB (Gabelli closed end fund - the one the late Robert Sacks turned me on to). That and some other sales 
killed off the margin balance at Ameritrade entirely. Since most of the small stuff, not covered by Calls, there, would also sell for a profit, I'll kill 
those off too <sigh> but not until they've gone "ex dividend" circa March 26 - early April. The prices should drop, slightly, at that point. That's 
on top of selling what's covered by calls, if they're not called. Then I get them to send me two checks, I don't pay a transfer fee, and move the 
money to my backup trading account (RJT Securities ... or maybe a new one at Brokerage America) and my "live off it account" at Vanguard.

Very little will be left at Ameritrade, which will then become the back up trading account.

Anyway, when the smoke clears, I'll be buying a mess of Mortgage Backed Securities (MBS) REITs, paying 11 to 17% div's, have a lot less on 
margin, and a lot more going into the account I can spend money from.

So the big story, now that I found these, is just what are MBS REITS.

For example, one of these outfits, returning from near bankruptcy, due to previous ups and downs of the credit market, or starting out new, has 
$100,000,000 from 10,000,000 shares of stock outstanding. They go out and borrow a billion dollars at 2% ... short term ... and yes, that's not 
a typo... a billion bucks. These guys are going to put up collateral worth nearly the entire billion and they're getting it at money market rates. 
They are, in fact, a big chunk of the outfits now getting short term borrowing from the money market funds. Actually they get some of it at less 
than 2%. They then issue or buy mortgages, effectively yielding them at least 6.5%, usually more.

Figure somewhere that a half percent a year on a billion dollars, 1,000,000,000, or $5 million a year, has greased someone's pockets - 
probably a lot of someone's - and nobody even cares.

So, they're making 4% a year on a billion bucks! And if you think interest rates are going to get a lot LOWER, you're not only in a small 
minority, you're likely wrong. No prepays on these babies. Just $40,000,000 in profit. Right - another half percent just went into fees and ghu 
knows what for the management and the "advisors" and whatnot. But, the stockholders aren't going to complain because they're getting 40% 
dividend yield on their money! Reasonably safe, too and it all has to be paid out to maintain REIT status and otherwise stay on the right side 
of the IRS.
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Oops, say the managers. Better charge some more fees, put in reserves for loan losses, and buy this stuff at a discount so someone ELSE will 
make tons of money. Some of them also do "hedging" which is basically insurance against short term rates going up too fast. If they paid out 
over 20%, no one would believe it's real. But they don't set the div's at 20% right off, they start lower, since they only have to pay out the 
profits each YEAR, and then keep raising them. About 12 to 18% is what it was/is possible to actually get, as of the end of Feb. 2002, but 
already it's down to 11 to 17%, and falling, as people discover this stuff and bid the prices up.

Counteracting this, somewhat (keeping the prices down) is that after they announce a big raise in the dividend, they sell another 10,000,000 
shares of stock, but not at $10 a share. They sell it for as much more as they can. Then invest THAT. Eventually, they've made all they can 
and the shares go up until the people buying at the end only get about 9% on their money. Then the fund is pretty much stuck. Eventually all 
the good stuff is paid back and, if things go as history suggests, the shares will fall back to below $10 each from $30 or $40, and the dividends 
goback to... a lot less.

Obviously I plan to buy some of the better of these companies real soon, hang in for a year or two, and get my rear end OUT of there. Some 
outfits to watch are AHR, AXM, FB, IMH, RAS, and TMH. Some of these "hedge" their rates and some do other things in addition to MBS, like 
"mezzanine loans" and plain old buying properties or commercial mortgages like normal REITS.

Anyway... complications apply... but I'm making back some losses for a change at a rapid rate.

I quit sending out resumes or even looking after I finally got the IRS GS-3 offer that was the "default" and made the list (almost certainly to be 
dodged by selecting supervisors) for four jobs at CDC (GS-5 or 6, IIRC). One was noted to me in the e-version of MYRIAD, I was "qualified" 
but not enough to get on the list. <shrug> I thanked the IRS but took my name off their register. There's a batch of stuff out there, still live, 
not to mention the two Dekalb County jobs I got on the register for, but for now I’m pretty much betting everything on Social Security.

No, not GETTING Social Security but being paid to handle it. It's another "cattle call" in which supervisors are basically fed a horde of 
replacements or "build up" for your general purpose Social Security bureaucrat. "Social Insurance Specialist." Meaning people learn their 
arcane rules, are fed in at the bottom, and the survivors of the GS-5 start, go up to GS-11 in due course. (It's a GS-5/7//11, meaning near 
automatic promotion.) Duuuuh. Reading the requirements and filling out the small pack of extra stuff needed to apply, it became obvious it 
was intended for recent college graduates but a former GS-13 retread would be very difficult to keep out. Beats Hades out of anything else and 
appears to be almost a free ride ... considering the probably bad points... which would drive a lot of people off but are likely to be easy for me 
... especially compared to what I've been through before. The only true problem is I could be sent to Griffin, GA or other remote parts of the 
Atlanta metro area, but most likely it will start at the Russell building area, downtown, and I might get lucky and draw the Tucker office.

That's the one I went to, to stand in line for 2.5 hours, to get my own Social Security Card replaced.

Linda Riley Zilikie had one of these. Retired as a GS-12 at the Chattanooga main office after getting herself transferred up from Alabama (or 
swapping out).

The cut off (one of many) was February 19 so I figure I'll hear from them between April 19 and May 19. Just in time for the investing to pick up, 
some, for income. It never rains but it pours....

If I do NOT hear from them by then, or get turned down, I may sign up with the second Employment Agency (non-govemment stuff) but see 
little chance of a non-govemment job <shrug, again>. The fall back plan is to take the GS-4 or 5 Tax Examining Assistant test (for the job I had 
once before) when they open it in Aug. or Sep. I didn't want to do it, before, but if I'm still "out" by then, I can hope things are not as bad as 
they were in 1987. (I was in the first batch of people allowed to use PCs part time, hooked to their network. Horror stories of their further past 
history still controlled things there.)

Actually it appears I only need $26,000 a year in year 2001 money for 10 years, not $36k - and the GS5//11 will fix that just fine.

Meanwhile books continue to dribble out the door at SF&F BS and half.com. Yahoo Warehouse, similar to half.com, won't take my credit card 
number so I can't sell books there. Some day someone will put up a version of Half.com that doesn't require their messed up ISBN catalog - 
then I can at least LIST everything I have for sale.

Before the money ran out, I got most of the stuff needed for the house done, no less. And the only major project left is painting the back deck, 
and Kay wants to pay for that. With 5 years' seniority with Dekalb County Library, and until this year, 5% annual pay raises, she's actually in
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GREAT shape.

FLASH: While this was being written, she FINALLY got around (after much pestering by me) to getting on the register for Senior Librarian - 
the next rank up. Sure enough, an unannounced position popped up immediately. Good one. Interview went well but then she decided it 
would be too much stress so she'd decline it if offered. (I think it's less bad than what she has now.)

On another subject entirely, someone elsewhere mentioned Googling themselves and friends. I do this every once in a while. Did it on 
lxquick.com first, of course. I was surprised that Google gave better results in this case, both for "Irv Koch” and "Irvin Koch" (which produce 
different results). Google archives a lot of stuff that's no longer actually on the web. Both cases show a pretty decent picture of me, past and 
present, and, one actual photo. I see publicity on various projects I've been in, got out further than I thought, which was nice. I also found that 
one or both of these pick up SOME items from Yahoogroups. I recommend everyone do this for themselves every year or so.

The last time I did it on myself, I came up with 8 or 10 year old pictures of me at SciCon ... and I think they're still there and quite nice.

Later (circa March 9): I sold the GAB already but have a small amount of margin debt left. This should be fixed next week and the rest of the 
strategy proceed as planned.

TONI: (This isn't from SFPA but why do a separate message on something this interesting.) You said in your thank you note to my wedding 
present (the deserts y'all munched up were Kay's <G>) that you thought the $77 of my gift card had some numerological/occult significance. 
No. I couldn't afford the famous fannish $777 (room number of party at Nolacon I or some such) and a $75 gift was "too little." So I made it out 
for $77.

In any case I hope to see pix of the wedding in here.

FOR SFPA 226 - MC’son225

Ned B. in NEWS 201: Re reports you read that the WTC wouldn't have collapsed if the structural beams had been insulated with asbestos as 
originally intended. I think they WERE so insulated, up to about half way up. At that point, IIRC, the entire system went to something rarely if 
ever used before, in order for all the buildings to be built with as small a footprint as they had. There are some even taller towers in Malaysia 
that use mostly concrete, rather than steel, for structure, but only about 50% of the "floors" are actually usable. The rest are mostly just 
"support."

Typewriter: Someday ... OTOH, you can't fix the one my father-in-law has as he's just using it without the "d" key cap <shrug> and I couldn't 
get it away from him in far off Jackson.

Bombing Saudi Arabia's oil supply wouldn't send the price of oil over the moon for long. It would make Russia and some Central Asian 
countries, as well as others "holding back" some, very rich, very fast. Venezuela would be especially happy to ship more oil.

GHLIII in MUND1187: Aluminum wiring is dangerous only if improperly connected to some other form of wiring (copper, etc.) or overloaded 
(beyond whatever it was rated for). It does, IIRC, tend to have lower rating per size of wire than copper, but was enough cheaper that it was 
used, even if it had to be bigger (diameter) to make up for it. It is, again IIRC, rather too easy to "improperly connect." However, if the house 
hasn't burnt down by now, just turning on your computer is no danger at all. (When I was an Industrial Engineer working with maintenance and 
construction, and also when I owned my own house the first time - Owensboro, KY -1 got to read up on all that stuff.)

On Rose's resume, one of the changes caused by job hunting moving to the internet is that employers rarely keep anything... AT ALL... nor 
respond to what's sent in. Mostly you now e-mail or post "online" and forget it. If you see another vacancy at the same place, you just send 
another copy. Or they find YOU at some online listing place. Newspapers, especially, because they RUN job hunting/listing sites, and tend to 
have a special section for their own stuff. Reporters, of course are treated like dirt much lower than any kind of admin staff. Supply and 
demand.

I hope Cindy continued to get a good deal in the Egyptian lady who seemed to me to be a substitute mother. Some deals like that turn bad, 
very bad, as they are really looking for slaves.
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Richard D. in GAZETTE 74: Re Tibetan monks, bandits back then were everywhere. The monks had an entire martial art, I read somewhere, 
using pen cases to bash bandit brains.

Pension: I don't get one. I wiped out my Civil Service Retirement fund when I left DTIC. If I come back, I'll be under the system that's 
basically Social Security plus Thrift Savings Plan (with 7% matching from the gov.) - Dekalb County is Social Security, 1 THINK, plus some sort 
of county plan. Kay, however, being a librarian, is instead under the statewide Teachers' Retirement System (plus Social Security) - which is a 
GOOD deal. Her aunt Maryneli and her mother are retired under that.

Old word processors are as worthless as old typewriters. Too many of them and too few who'd be interested in collecting.

On terror, Libya and Syria cleaned up their act (mostly) after 9/11. They figured it wasn't worth the risk and they had little more to gain by 
supporting terrorists (outside Israel).

Re your comment to Sheila about the anthrax mail: I agree with you and think whoever did it was surprised by the actual results and then ran 
like Hades. However, rumor is the FBI knows who it is but it's an ex-government scientist too smart to have left any clues that would stand up 
in court or even the press.

Re libraries getting increased funds: Simple. If the patrons organize and scream, they get them. Computer terminals, literacy programs, 
decent hours, and plain old books. It happened here. Lots of retired people and.- actually - a pretty good cross section of the voters. The 
"poor," wanted services and the rich wanted books -- both wanted the libraries simply kept open.

On the WIND DONE GONE, you heard wrong. It wasn't off the market more than a few days. The estate wasn't happy but the obnoxious 
author made most of her sales off the publicity from the estates predictable reaction.

Sheila S. in REVENANT 10: Looking for work now "could be worse," There are quite a few Library sub-professional jobs in Georgia, 
Something called "Gold Bank" lists them all.

The GoH's for the 2005 NASFIC, if Chariotte/SECFI/NASFiChariotte2005 wins, will be a "start from scratch" vote by the committee. The ones 
that would have been, for 2004, may be nominated, but (a) it's a "not my problem." and (b) The NASFIC will be able to afford only a couple or 
3, vs. the 8 (incl. TM) that the Woridcon would have had.

The main bid, at this point, is Seattle (Seattle Westercon Organizing Committee); I doubt any third parties will jump in between them and 
SECFI/Chariotte. It wouldn't quite be as bad as the Boston-Charlotte meat grinder (for a 3rd party) but close enough to send most bidders after 
2007. Yes, the vote will be in 2003 (when, not if, 2005 UK wins at San Jose 2002). However with two announced bids, as is, with enough 
perceived strength ... a 3rd is unlikely. Especially since Japan is a certainty for 2007 and someone going for that would be voted on at the 
2005 NASFIC(I), not the 2005 Woridcon. Makes things much easier for the 2007 bidders, of which, I think there are already some (whoever 
loses the 2006 Woridcon, St Louis I IRC, and ghu knows what else).

Jeff C. in (his) 55th SFPAZINE: You report through Microsoft's Indian subsidiary? I knew you dealt with those guys, from your previous 
'zines, but I didn't realize they were UP your chain of command. Weird, Where's the typesetting stuff used and why does it need upgrading?

Re Eric Raymond: Every time I see him mentioned somewhere as a big deal, I am vastly amused. Moi met him as the cute husband of a nice 
gal Live Role Playing Gamer in DC metro. Ghod help your employer if I ever get elected President <grin>. I'd have him in as an advisor....

Randy C. in PRESS V2N19: Thanks for the good wishes on job hunting. See above <sigh>.

T.K.F.W. in WIMP: It took me a while to figure out (ask) that you and Hank were keeping both your houses. The way you mentioned "your" 
new one in WIMP, I thought it might be Hanks' or ghu knows what. Later in that zine it appeared you would both be moving to a new house. 
That is, when a pair like you marries, sometimes they'll move into one house or the other, or sometimes they'll get a third house and 
consolidate - which basically what Kay and I did. It was not until I visited the Hank Estate that I saw the logic of keeping both houses. Hank's 
is the "country house" and yours (which we must visit someday) the "town house." Athens, though, as a city/town ... I dunno.

I still advise against changing your name, AT ALL, You've got yours, as is, on too many books and documents. It also causes all manner of 
possible screw ups with government and business records.
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